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A pioneer of farm-to-table cuisine and founder of
the legendary Chez Panisse, Waters changed the way
Americans think about food. After rebuilding her
restaurant this summer from the ashes of a devastating
fire, she’s leading an expansion of Edible Schoolyard—and
championing her cause as urgently as ever.
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eat, Pray, LOVE
Alice Waters, whose
14th book, The Art of
Simple Food II, has just
been published, standing
by a bench honoring
one of the donors of the
Edible Schoolyard in
Berkeley, California.
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L

unch with Alice Waters begins with

Alice Waters telling you what you’ll be
eating for lunch. “We need to have a
little pasta,” she says, checking out the
ever-changing menu at Chez Panisse,
the iconic Berkeley, California, restaurant she has owned and has established a platform
of ethical eating around for the last 42 years. “We
definitely want a little pasta.” Waters is surprisingly
buoyant this late summer afternoon, given that less
than a day earlier her home of 30 years—a two-bedroom craftsman-style bungalow a few blocks from
the restaurant—was burglarized. The thieves took
her jewelry, including precious family heirlooms she
intended to give to her daughter, Fanny, who was turning 30 that week. “I hear a lot of items from robberies
turn up at the Saturday flea market,” says Waters,
who is wearing black tights, ballet flats and a blue
tunic with brocade trim. “I thought we should go on
Saturday to take a look.”
Waters has demonstrated this kind of pluck and
unflappability for decades, but it’s been especially
noticeable this year. In March, Chez Panisse, one of
Berkeley’s most beloved landmarks, and a cornerstone
of American food culture, caught fire. Waters received
the call on a Friday, at around 3 a.m., and hurried over
to survey the damage. Part of the façade was badly
burned, including the wisteria plant that covered it,
and both the upstairs and downstairs interior porches,
which held several tables each, were destroyed. “It
was really hard,” Waters says of the blaze, holding
back tears. “It felt like we were starting a new restaurant, all over again.” When Chez Panisse reopened
at the end of June, with salvaged redwood carpentry
(joined without a single nail), copper light fixtures and
a new silver-leaf ceiling (the wisteria is currently being
rehabilitated off-site), Waters, with the help of countless friends and colleagues, had imbued the space with
a renewed sense of magic. But fighting the odds, fixing
the damage and regaining things that have been stolen
or lost, materially and culturally, has always informed
Waters’s mission—both in the restaurant and beyond.
“There’s a lot of social repair needed,” says the theater
and opera director Peter Sellars, who met Waters a
decade ago at the Telluride Film Festival. “What Alice
offers is a recipe for total restoration.”
Waters, now 69, first moved to Berkeley as a
20-year-old transfer student in 1964. She had grown
up in Chatham, New Jersey, eating tomatoes from the
victory garden her parents planted after World War
II. “I certainly fell in love with taste first,” she says.
Campus politics and protests, however, led Waters
to ultimately believe that a connection could and did
exist between activism and food. While attending
a massive Free Speech Movement rally in Berkeley,
Waters listened to words that would change her life.
“America is becoming ever more the utopia of sterilized, automated contentment,” said Mario Savio, one
of the movement’s charismatic leaders. Once Waters
heard that, she felt the urgency to contest that false
utopia and replace it with something far more vital.
The following year, while studying abroad in
France, Waters found what would prove to be her
medium—not just cooking and eating, but the ceremony, morality and soulfulness surrounding it. “When
I returned to Berkeley in 1966 to finish college, I knew I
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wanted to live the way my French friends did,” Waters
writes in 2011’s 40 Years of Chez Panisse, The Power
of Gathering, one of her 14 books (her latest, The Art
of Simple Food II, came out last month). “These were
people who thought of good food as an indispensable
part of life, for whom each day was punctuated by
food-related decisions. Eating together was the most
important daily ritual in their lives, a crucial and nonnegotiable time when the flavors and smells of roasted
chicken and sizzling garlic, the crunch of crusty bread
and the taste of local wine drew out everyone’s most
passionate ideas and feelings.”
Before Waters set out to open her own restaurant—a place that would host her newly discovered
way of life—she first became a teacher, studying the
Montessori method in London in 1968. “It’s about the
kids becoming engaged,” she says, forking a morsel of
salmon onto my plate. “As they get more involved in
the lesson, the teacher becomes less important and
ultimately leaves the kids to run it themselves.” It’s
an ethos Waters herself has embraced, from her time
teaching kindergarten to her ongoing outreach work
with Berkeley middle-schoolers to her current plans
to share her vision with high-schoolers all over the
world. “We need radical ideas for high school,” says
Waters. “The kids could run the cafeterias as sustainable businesses completely by themselves.”
With the food and teaching components firmly in
place, a trip to Turkey in 1969 revealed to Waters, then
23, one final, formative lesson that would, in combination with the others, generate her wide-ranging
influence on the culture. “The people in Turkey just
gave,” says Waters, pushing a plate of plump mulberries in my direction. “They gave with no expectation
of getting anything in return. I had never experienced
anything like that, and I aspired to that kind of hospitality and giving.”
For a moment, I get lost in the mulberry—an exemplar of ripeness, a trigger for the senses—which is
precisely what Waters wants. Because this mulberry is
not just a mulberry: It’s also an idea, a political statement and a manifestation of values she has put forth
to the mainstream over the course of her last four
decades of public life. Long before anybody had ever
heard of a Slow Food movement and decades before
the term “organic” had any traction outside of communes, co-ops and California, Waters was already
embodying these concepts on a daily basis in her
two-story restaurant on Shattuck Avenue, which first
opened its doors in the summer of 1971.
“We decided we were going to buy only organic
food for the restaurant in the late ’70s,” says Waters.
“And we were going to pay whatever the farmer
needed to be paid.” Carlo Petrini, who founded Slow
Foods, an international organization dedicated to the
growth, promotion and understanding of traditional
foodways, credits Waters, now his movement’s international vice president, with changing the way we talk
and think about food. “It’s not only related to taste,”
he says. “It’s also about environmental sustainability,
health and dramatically raising the profile of smallscale farmers, who are now able to have a new and
direct relationship with consumers.”
Waters’s efforts have economic implications, too.
“They’re the basis of a new food supply and delivery chain,” Petrini says, referring to the growth of

“To Alice, there
is no difference
between
declaring her
point of view on
Food issues
and cooking in
the kitchen.
Everything
is connected.”
–David Chang

locavorism and organic farming. For all her points
about the sensuality of the mulberry and her inviting
approach to cooking—one that has brought her the
attention of the Obama administration, visits from
the Clintons and Prince Charles and an audience with
the Dalai Lama—Waters is also dead serious about
her role as a reformer. Changing economic patterns
is no accident; it’s the intended result of a decadeslong campaign. Nothing would please Waters more
than putting a huge dent into the profit margins of
agro-industrial giants. And that mission, she believes,
starts in the schools.
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hen it comes to her restaurant, Waters has always resisted
making it bigger or opening outposts—expansions that might
dilute the Chez Panisse brand.
Her Edible Schoolyard Project,
on the other hand, is intentionally scalable. In less
than 20 years, its massive growth has already established a lasting humanitarian legacy.
It all started with a comment Waters made to a
local newspaper in 1995: The school she passed every
day on her way to Chez Panisse, Martin Luther King Jr.
Middle School, looked neglected. Neil Smith, then the
school’s principal, read the remark and reached out
to Waters, who had long been an important progressive voice in their community, hoping she could help
improve things. Upon visiting Smith, Waters came up
with the concept for the Edible Schoolyard Project off
the top of her head.
“It was nothing I’d been thinking about,” says
Waters, “but then I saw this huge expanse of land
and this unused mess of a cafeteria with these amazing high ceilings, and I told Neil, ‘We have to grow
food here, serve the food in free, healthy school
lunches, which is a basic human right, and refurbish
this cafeteria and then the kids can be involved in
the cooking.’ I remember saying to Neil, ‘There is no
compromise. This is all or nothing.’ ” Smith agreed to
Waters’s terms and the next year, an asphalt wasteland was converted into the first Edible Schoolyard.
Today, over 2,000 schools, spanning all 50 states

SUMMER’S BOUNTY
Clockwise from top left:
At Edible Schoolyard,
children harvest
tomatoes; a garden with
flowers, berry bushes
and bay leaf trees; a
sunflower; feeding the
chickens, a daily task
for students.

BIRTH OF A LEGEND
Clockwise from top
left: Waters’s meal card
from the Sorbonne,
1965; the kitchen at
Chez Panisse; the
restaurant’s exterior;
Waters outside Chez
Panisse in 1971, the year
it opened; at a market
in Paris. Opposite:
With students, under
an elephant heart
plum tree at the Edible
Schoolyard.
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and 29 countries, are following
Waters’s original model.
From the Edible Schoolyard
in Berkeley, the view extends
out toward the majestic Marin
Headlands and the Golden
Gate Bridge, but the grounds
themselves are even more
magnificent. “We’ll go right
to the mulberry tree and see
whether it’s ripe,” says Waters
(a photograph of Waters standing beneath this tree hangs in
the National Portrait Gallery).
She passes a patch of ground
cherries, a plot for corn and
sunflowers, and rare varieties
of apples hanging from a trellis. A dozen or more chickens
strut freely in Waters’s wake.
“They are incredibly good pets,” she says. “And they
lay every color egg imaginable.”
A group of middle-school children who have
all spent time tending to the crops gather around
Waters and express their gratitude. Regardless of
whether they’ve met her before, they love her for
what she’s delivered to their school and to their
lives. Waters is treated with the same reverence in
the Chez Panisse kitchen. She oversees the menu
more than she cooks it, and she divides her time
equally between the restaurant, the global expansion
of Edible Schoolyard and what a colleague of hers
describes as “being Alice Waters”—mentoring, influencing and traveling to advocate for her cause. “Alice
is an always-relevant badass,” says David Chang, the
Momofuku founder who, subscribing to a position
Waters invented—that of the activist chef—sits on
the advisory board of The Edible Schoolyard NYC in
Brooklyn. “To her,” he says, “there is no difference
between declaring her point of view on food issues
and cooking in the kitchen. Everything is connected.
This is someone who has been fighting for an edible
education for our youth for years now and isn’t showing signs of stopping.”
The Schoolyard represents everything Alice Waters
stands for, and acts as a communal cornerstone, fostering both educational and personal growth. The
food here is grown slowly, naturally,
intentionally and by hand. It sparks
ideas about social responsibility, ecology and autonomy—not to mention
science, math, language and history,
since the garden is about curriculum
and not just an extracurricular activity. Overall, the program represents a
shift away from industrial dependency
and toward people dealing with themselves and each other on a human scale.
Its founder remains unrelenting about
spreading her message.
“Alice’s signal qualities as a person
are her radiant humanity, optimism
and formidable energy, but with a light
touch,” says Meryl Streep, who met
Waters in 2004 at a Natural Resources
Defense Council gala. “I think these

account for much of her success in dealing with conventional bottom-line thinking about food production
and the long-term ill effects of it on our health and
well-being in this country.” Streep continues, “Alice’s
genius was to understand that change would need to
come from the youngest people, the next generation,
and to place her hope in the spring garden, not the
one hardened by frost and time. The movement is currently disseminated from teacher to student—and, in a
reverse process, from child to parents.”
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s the Edible Schoolyard moves toward
its third decade, Waters aims to
expand its curriculum into high school
programs, like at Edible Sac High, a
Sacramento charter high school—
housed within the second-oldest high
school west of the Mississippi—where Waters’s ideals have been incorporated. It’s an effort Mayor Kevin
Johnson says will “radically transform how children
view their relationship to food and, by extension, the
world around them.” Waters also plans on extending
her reach in South America. “The first lady of Chile
just came for a visit,” she says, “and governments from
that continent seem so willing and so open toward edible education in a way they aren’t in other places in
the world. I’m trying to go through the doors that are
open. I have never wanted to push.”
Her other priority is to figure how to fully fund
the Edible Schoolyard mother ship in Berkeley in
a way that doesn’t solely depend on fund-raising.
Characteristically, Waters wants to do this by creating
something slowly, by hand—something that people
can delight in but that also communicates her values.
“Maybe it’s a tortillaria, making organic tortillas,” she
says. Then Waters begins to riff, making it clear—like
in the moment she conceived the Edible Schoolyard—
that she’s hardly capable of thinking small.
“Maybe we could do a tortillaria that would make
tortillas for the schools. And maybe this could happen around the country to fund Edible Schoolyards all
over. I want to do something where we have a message
on the package so they’re hot, they’re wrapped in the
news of the day. I want it next to a print shop so we
can print the paper, wrap the tortilla and send it out.
Kind of like our daily bread, our daily news, something
that’s nourishing, something kids love, something
that is putting Monsanto out of business.”
When contacted, a Monsanto representative reasoned that the $56 billion global conglomerate and
Waters aren’t so dissimilar. “We share with Ms. Waters
a common enthusiasm for local and sustainable agriculture because to us, all agriculture is local,” says
Wendy Reinhardt Kapsak, who works in Monsanto’s
public affairs department. “We develop seed varieties
that can endure the agricultural challenges farmers
face unique to their locale—from the vegetable farmer
in California to the small shareholder farmer in the
developing world.”
Heading out of the Edible Schoolyard, closing the
wrought-iron gate behind her, Waters looks back
toward the mulberry tree, pointing out that industrial
production could never create a thing with so much
grace. “We need to have everyone speaking as loudly
and as creatively as they can,” she says, “to turn the
world around. And to bring it back to its senses.” •
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